PERFORMANCE REPORT

Production: Crazy For You

Date: June 29th, 2012

Stage Manager: Sarah Stewart

Assistant Stage Managers: Annie Barker

House Open - 7:31pm
Curtain – 8:00pm
Act I – 8:11pm
Intermission – 9:25pm
Act II – 9:40pm

Actors or Crew Late: Kristian Andrewson, Sierra Key, and Graham Goodrich were late due to traffic on the interstate (reported car accident). They alerted management once they had arrived.

Notes to House Manager: Can we please make sure that all the walkie talkies work before we open the house. Also Matt requests we open the house early for the people with reserved seating.

Technical Problems or Repairs: Light Cue 42 was late. Also we need to look at the spotlight on House Right as it seemed to stick some.

Accidents or Injuries: N/A

Additional Notes: We need more microphone tape and bobby pins backstage